49er, 49erFX and Nacra17

European Championships

CHANGES OF SAILING INSTRUCTIONS no. 1

Sailing Instruction 1 - Rules

SI 1.4 is changed as follows
The Class Rules, the Championship Rules and the Equipment Inspection Instructions / Regulations of the International 49er and Nacra 17 Class Associations will apply except for any that are altered by the Notice of Race or the Sailing Instructions.

Sailing Instruction 7 - Schedule of Events

SI 7.2 is changed as follows
On Friday 13 July there will be no warning signal after 1600 for those taking part in the Final Fleet Races and after 1800 for those taking part in the Medal Races.

Sailing Instruction 15 - The Finish for Nacra 17 only

SI 15.2 is added
[DP][SP] When the blue finishing flag is displayed on the main committee boat NO boats shall enter the Finishing Exclusion Zone other than boats that are finishing who shall leave the zone immediately. See Attachment E

Sailing Instruction 23 - Equipment and Measurement Checks

SI 23.5 is added
All boats shall comply with RRS 78.1 from 1300 on the day before their first scheduled race (hereinafter referred to as “Day Zero”) onwards. Non-compliance from 1300 on Day Zero until the start of the first race shall be reported, protested and penalized as if it were discovered after racing on the first day on which races for that boat have been completed. This amends RRS 78.1
Sailing Instruction 12 - Marks

Change to SI 12
The change mark on Course A will be a Red cylinder with a white band
The change mark on Course D will be a Red cylinder with a blue band
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Attachment E  Finishing Exclusion Zone